WHY SERVERCENTRAL

WHY SERVERCENTRAL
WE LIVE AND BREATHE INFRASTRUCTURE SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO. IT’S OUR PASSION. IT’S OUR LIFE’S WORK.

EXPERTISE
For over 14 years, industry-leading companies have put their trust in ServerCentral to design and manage their mission-critical infrastructure.
Whether it’s Colocation, Dedicated Infrastructure, Managed Services, Public, Private, or Hybrid Cloud/Virtualized solutions, we believe there is one
right answer for your infrastructure: your answer.

SUPPORT

AVERAGE TICKET RESPONSE

We provide 24/7/365 hands on, onsite support by sys admin-level technicians. You
always talk to an expert that can solve your problem. Our average support ticket
response time is 15 minutes or less in our Chicago-area facilities.

ONSITE SUPPORT

WORLD-CLASS DATA CENTERS
ServerCentral’s Tier III data centers are located in Chicago and Elk Grove Village, IL, Ashburn, VA, San Jose, CA, Amsterdam, NL, and Tokyo, JP. Our
flagship facility in Elk Grove provides flexible space options to help you manage future growth, redundant power and cooling for 100% uptime, and
six levels of security.

INFRASTRUCTURE CONTINUUM
ServerCentral provides solutions across the entire IT infrastructure spectrum.

ServerCentral’s Infrastructure Assessment takes into consideration your unique business processes, applications, data, customer requirements
and business strategy to identify the right infrastructure for your specific needs. Whether it’s traditional colocation, managed infrastructure,
custom private clouds or anywhere in-between. ServerCentral’s Infrastructure Assessment is based on over 14 years of experience and takes your
experience into consideration as well.
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SERVERCENTRAL SOLUTIONS
ServerCentral provides solutions across the entire spectrum of IT infrastructure.
Infrastructure is not a one-size-fits-all solution. With each deployment, ServerCentral factors in the organization’s business processes, applications,
data, regulatory/compliance concerns and goals to help determine the right infrastructure solution.

CLOUD-ENABLED COLOCATION
ServerCentral cloud-enabled colocation offerings include everything you need to easily bring your infrastructure to our world-class data centers.
Power, premium IP on one of the world’s best networks, extra-tall 48U cabinets, Enterprise Cloud resources, and unparalleled support are all part of
the package. For more information, download Cloud-Enabled Colocation Datasheet and High-Density Cloud-Enabled Colocation Datasheet.

MANAGED SERVICES
ServerCentral provides a complete suite of managed services to take the burden off your internal team. Whether it’s a managed network stack where
we take care of firewall rules and switch maintenance, managed storage, DDoS mitigation, or a completely managed IaaS solution, experts with
decades of experience will maintain your infrastructure onsite, 24/7/365. For more information, download Managed Network Stack Datasheet and
Infrastructure as a Service Datasheet.

DEDICATED INFRASTRUCTURE (IaaS)
ServerCentral offers a wide range of dedicated infrastructure from quickly provisionable bare-metal servers and big data solutions, to highavailability private infrastructure stacks designed specifically to meet your needs.

CLOUD AND VIRTUALIZATION
ServerCentral’s Cloud and Virtualization Services support high volume production workloads across network, disk, CPU, and bandwidth. Without
oversubscribed RAM or processor and backed by an 10-Gigabit network, our Enterprise Hybrid and Private Cloud solutions outperform other
providers in both performance and reliability.

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

It takes time and money to keep our infrastructure optimized; resources that
are better focused on applications. ServerCentral handles all our infrastructure,
so we have 100% uptime and don’t have to worry about hardware.
– Lee Aylward, Lead Developer, Ars Technica
Having ServerCentral manage our network has saved us time, money and
headaches. Now our team can focus on managing applications and business
processes, the infrastructure that drives revenue.
– Chris Nagele, CEO, Wildbit
CONTACT US
Contact us at sales@servercentral.com or +1 (312)829.1111 to discuss how ServerCentral can help with your IT infrastructure or to schedule a data
center tour or cloud demo.
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